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By TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer
University Professionals of
Illinois Vice President Ron Ettinger
today will  discuss funding patterns
for the state’s budget for higher
education.
Ettinger will speak from 3:30 to
5 p.m. in the Phipps Lecture Hall
located in the Physical Science
Building.
He will focus on how public tax
dollars should be spent on schools
in Illinois and give a detailed report
on the current funding patterns for
public and private schools, a press
release stated.
“Right now, Eastern is only
receiving enough funding for 8,000
to 9,000 students when there are
over 11,000 students attending the
university,” said Laurent Gosselin,
president of Eastern’s chapter of
UPI. “Western is receiving enough
funds for 18,000 students when
only 15,000 are attending.”
Ettinger also will be promoting
the Campaign to Restore
Competitive Salaries for the faculty
and staff, Gosselin said. He said
the purpose of the campaign is to
take existing money out of the
state’s budget without raising
student fees.
Ettinger presented the alternative
budget Nov. 11 at the meeting of
the Illinois Board of Higher
Education.
“The presentation was fully
received by the faculty and board
members,” said Gosselin.
According to a press release, the
alternative budget would generate
$45.2 million to the public
universities and would primarily
come from lines in the higher
UPI speaker to discuss funding
trends among state universities
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
About 25 students learned
herbal cures for various ailments
ranging from athlete’s foot to
internal bleeding Monday night
during a presentation held by
members of the Eastern band
Cherokee tribe.
“Almost anything you can think
of (Native Americans) grabbed
and used,” said Tammy Leonard,
an Eastern band Cherokee.
Leonard wore seven beads
around her Native American garb,
each representing the seven
different Cherokee nations, she
said.
The original uses of native
herbs, or natural medicine, were
“culinary as well as medicinal,”
Leonard said. Some herbs the
Native Americans used people
now consider to be weeds, she
added.
Native Americans had a
medicine man in each tribe, which
would care for wounds, injuries
and serious illnesses, Leonard
said. Her tribe also would use
herbs daily to keep from getting
sick, she said.
Many different types of herbs
can help keep people stay healthy
and most of the remedies are
transferable to animals, Leonard
said.
During the intermingling of
tribes, Native Americans
discovered more than one use for
most herbs, Leonard said.
“Spices came to be in foods for
medicinal properties,” said Roger
Fontana, an Eastern band Chero-
kee.
“An apple a day is the truth,”
Leonard said. 
Although, “a half cup of apple
seeds ground will kill a 240-pound
man,” Fontana said.
He said when using seeds you
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Tammy Leonard, a member of Eastern band Cherokee, holds a branch
of corn flower while explaining how to make healing remedies Monday
in the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Healing powers of herbs
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
The fifth draft of the
Individualized Studies Degree
Program, which will be voted on
by the Council on Academic
Affairs Thursday, has brought
mixed reviews from the campus.
“My feelings are more of a two-
fold reservation and I think that we
are saying that Eastern can be all
things to all students,” said Gary
Foster, professor of anthropology
and sociology. “I don’t think that
any university can do that
anymore.”
The Individualized Studies
Degree Program was proposed in
March by William Hine, dean of
the School of Adult and
Continuing Education. The
proposal has undergone five
revisions based on campus
feedback. The proposal is currently
in the form of an undergraduate
degree proposal.
According to the proposal, the
ISP was designed “for the
academically strong student, who
is interested in obtaining a
specialized undergraduate degree
that does not duplicate an existing
degree major on campus.”
CAA student member Jackie
McGrath said she is confident
about the proposal because the
program will be assessed after two
years.
“I think people will like this
proposal because it is purely
experimental,” McGrath said. “If it
is approved, it will be assessed
after the first group has received
their degrees.” 
Anita Shelton, history professor
and CAA member, said she still
questions the need for the program.
“This was not a well conceived
project from the beginning,”
Shelton said. “I can appreciate the
steps that Hine took in addressing
some of the concerns that were
made, through the revisions.
However, I have misgivings about
the need of this type of program.
What kind of student would it
serve?”
Foster said he questioned the
academic requirements for students
involved in the program.
“I’m not totally clear as far as
the hour requirement. I don’t
believe that 30 hours is enough to
gain expertise in a certain area,”
Foster said. “They are not being
rigorous enough in the number of
hours that are required.”
Faculty and CAA members
divide on whether an
Individualized Studies Program
Degree will aid students in
obtaining a job.
“My assessment is that because
Individualized
Studies is up
for CAA vote
Some members
still question plan
for self-made major
See CAA page 2
See HERBS page 2
See FUNDING page 2
What people now
consider weeds
can be therapeutic
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Staff photographer
Hat trick
Jim Noffsinger, a freshman zoology major, reacts as Brad Tertell, a
junior industrial technology major, scores against him while playing
the new hockey game in Taylor Hall. The game was put in the hall
lobby last week and has been very popular.
Right now, Eastern is
only receiving
enough funding for 8,000 to
9,000 students when there
are over 11,000 students
attending the university.”
– Laurent Gosselin,
president of Eastern’s
chapter of the University
Professionals of Illinois
“
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ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP)
– The United States suggested
Monday that U.N.-approved
humanitarian aid for Iraq might
be increased if President Saddam
Hussein permits the return of
U.S. weapons inspectors. An
Iraqi official quickly branded the
proposal a “no-starter.” Though
still in the exploratory phase, the
initiative suggested a fresh
American effort to resolve the
three-week impasse with Iraq
without the use of force.
At the same time, President
Clinton emphasized that diplo-
matic efforts to return the inspec-
tors to Iraq “must be backed by
our strong military capability.”
“It is essential that those inspec-
tors go back to work,” he said in
Wichita, Kan. “The safety of the
children of the world depends
upon it.” U.N. teams of inspec-
tors had been monitoring Iraqi
compliance with orders that it
destroy its weapons of mass
destruction. But the United
Nations pulled the inspectors out
last week, after Iraq refused to
rescind an order expelling
Americans on the teams.
The U.S. proposal to increase
aid in exchange for a return of the
inspectors was described by an
official accompanying Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright in
Pakistan as “a little carrot” for
Saddam, providing an incentive
for him to end the standoff and
help his people at the same time.
The British and French have
been consulted, said the official,
who briefed reporters on condi-
tion he not be identified.
The Press Association, a
British news agency, said the ini-
tiative clarifies what Iraq has to
do to get the sanctions lifted.
“We want to show that there is
light at the end of the tunnel and
that if they do a range of specific
things then the Security Council
can start to look at lifting sanc-
tions,” a Foreign Office official
told the news agency.
Even as the Clinton adminis-
tration floated the idea, officials
emphasized they weren’t talking
about bargaining.
At the Pentagon, Defense
Secretary William Cohen said of
Saddam, “There should be no
such trading for any carrots in
order to get his compliance. ...
We are not seeking any deal in
order to insist that he comply
with his obligations.” Iraq has
been the target of a U.N. econom-
ic embargo since 1990, but a
loophole was created three years
ago under which Iraq is permitted
to sell $2 billion worth of oil
every six months.
Under a carefully monitored
program, the revenues are used to
provide food and medicine to the
Iraqi people.
The U.S. official said the $2
billion ceiling could be increased
as part of the proposed sweetener
for Iraq. Also, he said the defini-
tion of humanitarian aid could be
expanded to include items
beyond food and medicine.
In New York, Iraq’s U.N.
ambassador, Nizar Hamdoon,
called the proposal a “no-starter.”
He said Iraq wants guarantees
that the sanctions “will be lifted
soon because we think that Iraq is
eligible for the lifting of the
embargo.” 
Humanitarian bone thrown to Iraq
U.S. tries to get
Saddam to allow
inspectors back
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico (AP) –
A tiny birthmark and a distinctive
smile were enough for police to
know they had found their girl –
seven years after she was kid-
napped as an infant from her San
Diego home.
Fourteen-month-old Crystal
Leann Anzaldi disappeared on
Dec. 8, 1990. 
Authorities announced Monday
that she turned up more than 3,000
miles away in Puerto Rico, after
the woman who claimed to be her
mother was arrested.
Authorities said the truth began
to emerge when Nilza Gierbolini
Guzman, 35, was investigated for
allegedly abusing Crystal. Details
of that probe weren’t released.
But police became suspicious
when the child’s birth certificate
turned out to be fake and they
began a search for her true identity,
said Anibal Torres, director of spe-
cial investigations for the Puerto
Rican Justice Department.
“It was a really striking thing,”
Torres said Monday. “This baby’s
smile was so similar to this 8-year-
old child. But it was the birthmark
that really clinched it.” 
Puerto Rican and federal inves-
tigators compared a recent picture
of Crystal with more than 500 pho-
tos on the Internet site of the
National Center for Missing and
Exploited Children, before they
turned up a match. 
The posting referred to a tiny
birthmark just to the left of her
nose, he said.
A genetic test showed that
Gierbolini was not Crystal’s moth-
er, said Torres. 
More tests confirmed on Friday
that Crystal was the missing
daughter of Dorothy and Jeffrey
Anzaldi, a former officer at
Coronado Naval Base at San
Diego.
When confronted with the evi-
dence, Gierbolini admitted the
child was not hers, Torres said. 
She was charged in October
with falsifying documents and
could still face kidnapping
charges, he said.
Gierbolini, originally of Puerto
Rico, lived in San Diego at the
time of the kidnapping and was
married to a Navy officer, who
probably worked at the same base
as Jeffrey Anzaldi, Torres said.
Kidnapping
victim found
after 7 years
Puerto Rican police
arrest woman claiming
to be child’s mother
There should be no
such trading for any
carrots in order to get his
compliance. ... We are not
seeking any deal in order to
insist that he comply with his
obligations.”
– William Cohen,
U.S. secretary of defense
“
this degree is not likely to have the same curren-
cy as your traditional degree, it may hurt a stu-
dent’s job marketability,” Foster said. “For me,
it’s merely a flip of the coin.”
McGrath said she did not think the degree
would hinder any student’s marketability.
“There are a lot of students here that have
double majors. This program is for a student that
has a specific job in mind,” McGrath said. “I
think being focused on your career choice can
only make you more marketable.”
Hine said if the CAA approves the proposal
Thursday it will then be sent to the Illinois Board
of Higher Education for approval.
“If the CAA votes for the proposal, we will
prepare the official documents and send the pro-
posal straight to IBHE for their approval,” Hine
said. “Once it gets there, we’re off and running.”
CAA from page one
must exercise much caution
because some plants put cyanide in
their seeds.
Yarrow flowerheads help to
boost the immune system especial-
ly throughout the winter months,
Leonard said. The flowerheads
must be dried and crushed, she
added.
When using the herbs it is
mandatory to double the quantity of
the herb if it’s fresh and only use
half of the amount if it is dried,
Leonard said. Fresh herbs contain
moisture which makes the herb’s
potency weaker, or diluted, she
said.
Black walnut tincture kills para-
sites’ eggs which was extremely
important in maintaining health in
past times when meat was eaten,
Leonard said. Tincture was made
by adding crushed and dried herbs
to alcohol and letting it ferment.
She said cloves also have the same
effect.
“It sounds kind of nasty, but
that’s reality folks,” Leonard said.
The aurora of burning candles
from tincture extract also helps heal
as well as serve the purpose of
light, Leonard said.
Penny Royal serves as a wonder-
ful insect repellent, Leonard said.
“All insects don’t like it,” Leonard
said. Penny Royal is a member of
the mint family and all you have to
do it rub the oils on your skin, she
added.
Penny Royal is highly toxic if
taken internally, but also serves as a
mint scented flea shampoo that can
even be used on dogs, Leonard
said.
A herb called Blue Bourbon aids
in the curing of colds and flus.
Catnip serves as a cleanser and
makes people “perky,” Leonard
said. This medicinal herb is used
dried and crushed, she said.
Even cinnamon sticks contain
medicinal qualities. Leonard said if
people grate it over oatmeal every
morning, it aids women in prevent-
ing most infections in women and
can even cure athletes foot in a
bath, Leonard said.
Licorice root soothes sore throats
if used raw or in tea, she said.
Strawberry and red raspberry
leaves serve as a labor inducer and
can dry up a woman’s milk,
Leonard said. She said caution
should be taken with the leaves as
they should not be consumed until a
woman is ready to induce labor,
otherwise miscarriage may result.
The herb rosehip aids in stopping
internal bleeding and also with
“passing the wind,” also known as
flatulence, Leonard said.
Saint John’s wart is widely used
as an anti-depressant, Leonard said.
Fair-haired and skinned individuals
must take caution to avoid sun if
using because they will easily burn,
she said.
Chamomile can induce sleep and
is calming, Leonard said.
Fresh mosses prevent diaper rash
completely, she added. The natural
nutrients let the skin breath,
Leonard said.
Not only can the herbs be used
dried and crushed, but they are put
in pillows and help with their
aroma, Leonard said.
Natural medicine can be
obtained through capsules due to
modern technology, Leonard said,
but it’s is important people “make
sure the herbs are standardized by
the government.”
The presentation was held in
conjunction with Native American
Heritage Month.
HERBS from page one
education budget involving private university
and college welfare programs. 
The UPI budget did not recommend cuts in
existing scholarships and other student award
programs at any private college and focused
on direct grants to the private sector.
“Private institutions don’t need all the
money that they have,” said Gosselin. 
Gosselin said a recent poll taken by the
Coalition of Consumer Rights showed 76 per-
cent of people in Illinois think tax dollars
should not be spent on private schools. 
The press release also said the poll had
public support for a plan in which funding for
higher education should be on a per-student
basis. The current plan awards disproportion-
ate funding to one higher education institu-
tion.
FUNDING from page one
Alpha Sigma Tau
Proudly Presents
of
Sigma Phi
Epsilon
as our 1997-98
Mike Blandford
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It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
By KRISTA LEWIN
Staff writer
The media’s use of advertising
creates a false body image for
women, which can result in poor
self-image and eating disorders, a
panel said Monday to a crowd of
more than 50 students.
“Advertisers prey on women
who are predisposed to having a
problem with their weight,” said
Cheryl Sputa Somers, assistant
professor of psychology. “The only
thing that will reduce it is the
behavior and rituals they will do by
vomiting and constantly working
out.”
Karola Alford, assistant profes-
sor of the Counseling Center, said
eating disorders is not uncommon
on college campuses.
“Last year we saw 74 people
who had a problem with an eating
disorder,” Alford said. “There are
probably more out there, but there
is such denial about these dis-
eases.”
A film titled “Slim Hopes” by
author and writer Jean Kilbourne
also was shown during the pro-
gram. The film discussed ways
advertisers create images of
women that are impossible for
average women to achieve. Often
eating disorders such as bulimia
and anorexia occur because of the
need to achieve this thinness.
Kilbourne said the annual bud-
get for the diet industry has
expanded to $33 billion, which did
not exist 20 years ago. Ninety-eight
percent of dieters who lose weight
through diet products gain the
weight back and sometimes even
more weight.
“I’ve looked at issues of
Mademoiselle and Glamour from
25 years ago and the issues then
were growth development, educa-
tion, knowledge and making
friends – not dieting,” said Annette
Samuels, panel member and assis-
tant professor of journalism.
The five member panel provided
their comments about the film and
described how these images and
eating disorders have effected
Eastern.
“When I show this film to my
classes, they know someone who
has an eating disorder,” said
Carolyn Woolever, instructor of
family and consumer sciences.
“We need to accept people for
who and what they are.”
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
Charleston City Council mem-
bers will vote tonight on a resolu-
tion to assist single family-occu-
pied homes with a $2,000 grant
which will renovate and rehabili-
tate seven homes in Charleston.
The city council will meet at
7:30 p.m. tonight at the
Municipal Building,  520 Jackson
Ave.
The members will decide if the
HOME Single Family-Occupied
Rehabilitation Program will
receive its funds administered by
the Illinois Housing
Development Authority, said City
Manager Paul Nicholson.
City council members will also
vote on a resolution to authorize
and approve expenditure of
tourism funds in connection with
the Charleston Weightlifting
Club, the Charleston Christmas
Committee and the Charleston
Tourism Office as recommended
by the Charleston Tourism
Advisory Board.
The council will vote on fund
allocations, which include:
$2,800 to the Charleston
Weightlifting Club for a regional
weightlifting meet and strength
training clinic; $1,700 to the
Charleston Christmas Committee
for the advertising and produc-
tion of “An Old Fashioned
Christmas in the Heart of
Charleston” Festival; and
$4,701.70 to the Charleston
Tourism Office for the purchase
of ads, printing of Christmas
posters, purchasing display
stands for monthly calendars and
the purchase of a domain name
for the Charleston Tourism home
page on the Internet.
In other city council business:
■ The council will vote on
motions to approve an applica-
tion and issue a license to con-
duct a raffle to the Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Service at Eastern Illinois
University and in connection
with the Mark Twain Parent
Teacher Organization.
■ Resolutions include authoriz-
ing and approving street closings
in connection with the annual
Christmas Parade Dec. 6 and
arrival of Santa Claus on the city
square.
Charleston City Council to vote
on grant for single-family homes
By DAN OCHWAT
Staff writer
After only being open for
two months, Lulu’s Bait Shop
will soon be re-named and is
seeking community help in
doing so.
Lulu’s, located at 107 W.
Lincoln Ave., will hold a con-
test as part of the re-naming.
“We felt since we’re the first
original store, and the town and
university have been so good to
us, we want Charleston to be a
part of our success,” said
Manager Scott Marks. “We
want to make a national chain
and, if  the name starts in
Charleston, they could be proud
to see us across the nation.”
Marks said because another
company has trademarked the
name Lulu’s, the restaurant will
change its name.
“We have people already
submitting names on paper,”
Marks said.
The contest is open to every-
one and entry forms can be
picked up at the restaurant.
Marks said the new name
should be chosen by the end of
the week.
Marks said a “good cash
prize” will be awarded to the
winning entry. He said if a stu-
dent wins half of the money
will go toward the university. 
He said the restaurant will
host a celebration the day it
opens under its new name.
Contest to re-name
Lulu’s to begin soon
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Students learned how to create a mission statement, prepare
for classes, study effectively and take exams Monday with the
aid of three Carman Hall Resident Assistants.
RAs Jerome Graham, Michelle Cogozzo and Danielle
Mackovitch presented “How to Graduate in Four Years.”
Cogozzo said students should read the class material before
class, take a shower to wake yourself up, participate and learn
to listen.
To aid students in note-taking, the RAs suggested writing
only the valid points of a lecture and reviewing the notes while
the lecture is still fresh.
Cogozzo said students should always keep their attention
focused on the instructor and not be distracted by their writing.
Mackovitch said while writing papers students should pick
a good topic, use the Internet to collect information, write
clearly and revise the paper after a few days to insure greater
accuracy.
Also, the RAs said reading exam directions proves to pre-
vent mistakes in case the professor uses a different style than
usual.
The mission statement students completed describe what
the students would want to accomplish in life, how they would
complete a project and weekly time goals. Elements include
character development, goal setting and learning values and
principals.
Students also filled out a worksheet on goal setting for one,
five and 10 years in the future.
Mackovitch said the evening went well, but she wished
more students would have shown up.
Students learn to study effectively, take
exams with help from Carmen Hall R.A.s
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Staff photographer
Angel Reincke, a freshman management major, (left) and
Katrina Weglarz, a freshman elemantray education
major, work on worksheets on how to set goals at
Carman Hall Dining service Monday night. 
Eating disorders common at Eastern, panel says
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Staff photographer
Karola Alford, assistant professor of counseling (left), and Carolyn Woolever, intstructor of family and con-
sumer sciences (right), listen as Cheryl Sputa Somers, assistant professor psychology (middle) tells her feel-
ings about the movie “Slim Hopes”. 
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“An expert is one who knows moreand more about less and less.
– Nicholas Murray Butler
American educator (1862-1947)
today’s quote
Shrubbery? Where else will student fees go?
So far, little is known about the specifics of theproposed biweekly payday for students.
All that is for certain is that Student Vice
President for Student Affairs Jason Amato is look-
ing for student input on the plan and that the busi-
ness office is looking into more details about the
costs and feasibility of the plan.
The plan, which Amato is hoping to install as
soon as next semester, would allow students
employed by the universi-
ty to be paid twice a
month rather than once,
and the pay would be
directly deposited into a student’s banking account
rather than given to the student as a paycheck.
But even though the plan is still in the beginning
stages, Amato and the business office should
ensure that a few potential kinks in the plan are
worked out for the benefit of all students.
The plan should allow flexibility for students to
choose what kind of payment they want. If students
are happy receiving a check once a month, they
should not have that option taken away from them.
Just like in an office in which the employees
have the choice of direct deposit or check, students
should, too.
Also, when looking into the proposal, cost
should be an important factor. A recent trend to not
worry about cost and assume that student fees will
increase for student services should not apply to the
change in payroll.
Students work for the university and help Eastern
run; therefore, the university can at least help make
payday more of a convenience to students and not
add fees to do so.
Amato said the university should save money
with a new payment system. Students would be
paid using a computer system rather than having an
employee go through the checks one by one to keep
track of them, distribute them and tally them.
One of the biggest questions surrounding the
proposal is if it will be economical to the university.
Under the current system, Eastern keeps the money
it pays to students for a month and accumulates
interest throughout that month.
If the university is losing money by paying stu-
dents every two weeks rather than monthly, the
change may not save money at all.
Many questions regarding the payroll are still up
in the air, but Amato and any others involved in the
process should focus on helping students while
keeping costs low.
Editorial
To the editor:
Indeed, it is the right of the heartless
majority to not wear jeans in support of
gays, lesbians and bisexuals. However,
to base this decision on Christian
morals shows a lack of biblical knowl-
edge. Jesus preached a law of love, not
intolerance. Your morals, Matthew
Layette, come from the Old Testament,
wherein it is also said that raped virgin
women must marry their rapist if found
(DT 22:28-29), women must be silent in
church (1 CO 14: 34-35) and God
strikes innocent children dead (1 SA 15:
3, 7-8). I suppose you condone these
behaviors as well.
Because you assume that the Old
Testament is the comprehensive word
of God, you fail to see the acceptance
the New Testament preaches. I know
it’s way in the back of the book, but you
really should give it a look-see. Perhaps
then you will begin to walk through life
with open arms for other human beings
instead of fearing them because of anti-
quated, overridden rules.
Who the hell cares who puts what
body part in whom? Why make it your
prevailing concern to “help” others
avoid the sulfuric lake of fire down in
Yaweh’s house of eternal horrors? Live
and let live, for God’s sake. If you feel
compelled to follow Christianity, do as
the biblical Christ did and do not ruin
other people’s lives with your hate.
Peace to all who are born and die in this
bigoted world.
Jeffrey T. Varchmin
junior special education major
To the editor:
Their motto is to protect and to serve.
Each day they risk their lives in order to
safeguard the communities they live in.
We put our trust in them and look up to
them as authority figures. Although the
occasional bar raids and traffic tickets
may be a nuisance to some, the police
have the best interests of the community
at heart. We may hate to admit this, but
we really do need the police in order to
live in a peaceful and safe society.
This goes for the “moral police” as
well. They too want to protect and serve
their communities. In fact, they are even
willing to risk personal attacks to do so.
The “moral police” are not here to make
our lives unenjoyable but to hold our
society to a respectable moral level.
Where would our society be without
these moral guardians? It is obvious,
based on recent events, that our campus
needs stronger moral protection and
enforcement.
So the next time something happens
that offends those of us who are con-
cerned for the moral good of Eastern,
do not be so quick to unfair ridicule.
The “moral police” have only the best
interests of Eastern at heart and care
about the moral welfare of this school.
Finally, kudos to Jenny Ruden and
Carol Stevens; thank you for standing
up for what is good and right. Eastern
needs more brave people like you to
bear the badge of the “moral police.”
Barry Hudek
junior history major
your turn‘Christian’ denouncingof homosexuality falls
short in Old Testament
We hate to admit it, but
we need moral police
just like we need cops
Each semester students areforced to kiss goodbye what
limited cash they have to pay 10
different student fees.
These fees range from textbook
rental to health insurance and cost
students about $452 each
semester. At one time I believed
these fees to be essential to the
university and only assessed when
the administration had no alterna-
tive.
Yet my opinion of student fees
quickly changed last week when I read a comment from Ted
Weidner, director of facilities planning and management.
While commenting on the budget of the campus master
planning committee, he said, “We can ask for more money
from the state or propose raising university fees to improve
facilities.”
The master plan is the university’s vision of what build-
ings will look like, how to improve the campus’s greenery
and where to build parking lots.
We are talking shrubbery here. That’s right – bushes,
rocks, dirt and a few stepping stones here and there. So why
would students have to fork up extra money to pay for land-
scaping that more than half of the student body will never
notice (other than the drunk students who decide to fertilize
or water the occasional bush during a weekend)?
The reason: “They’ll pass anything.” 
As stated by a faculty member at the Fall Faculty Forum,
students are now seen as gullible, money-giving, mute indi-
viduals who won’t think twice when someone steals money
from their wallets.
Why is that? 
Administrative pressure. The Student Senate felt it in
October when Eastern President David Jorns demanded the
$104 in tuition and fee increases “must be passed tonight.”
But regardless of the reasoning, the administration should
not take advantage of the students.
Students pay for repairs to Jorns’ university-issued house
(and his shiny car) and the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. Student fees also pay for the wages of
student employees and for athlet-
ics to meet Title IX requirements. 
Beginning in the spring, stu-
dents will have to pay an addition-
al $50-per-semester fee for cam-
pus improvement projects. 
Our Athletic Director Richard
McDuffie obviously thinks stu-
dents have spare change laying
around, since his proposed plan
would raise fees $106 over the
next four years.
It is clear that fee increases
have become the solution to the university’s problems. No
toilet paper? Raise student fees. Out of thumbtacks again?
Raise student fees. When will it end?
Each fiscal year, Eastern receives a fixed amount of
money from the state and the Council on University
Planning and Budget then prioritizes projects to spend
money on.
Items such as shrubbery should be itemized into this plan-
ning process rather than turning to students to compensate
for the administration’s ill planning. Or if no money is avail-
able for the project, maybe the administration should ponder
whether it is really needed. 
Can professors teach without more shrubbery? Can the
university still operate without additional stepping stones to
Old Main? I think so.
A fee should only be imposed when students’ education
will be bettered, not because the administration spent too
much money on one thing and doesn’t have any more.
Before you know it, student fees will be raised to pay for
administrators’ haircuts.
The main reason why students choose Eastern is because
of the low tuition and fees. If this money-grubbing trend
continues, Eastern will find itself neck-and-neck with the
University of Illinois in cost but at the bottom of the line
when it comes to benefits.
– Deana Poole is a semimonthly columnist and news editor
for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-mail address is
cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu.
DEANA POOLE
Regular columnist
“Before you
know it, student
fees will be
raised to pay for
administrators’
haircuts.”
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u r l b 4 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
Keep flexibility, cost
in mind when eyeing
twice-a-month pay
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Panther Men’s Basketball
S e a s o n  O p e n e r !
Tonight,  7 :05,  Lantz Gym
EIU vs. Viterbo College
Be the student who ‘SHOOTS’ for
$10,000!!!
World Famous Unicyclists at Halftime
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
By LAUREN KRAFT
Activities editor
Free condoms and informa-
tion about sexually transmitted
diseases will be distributed
tonight in the form of bingo.
Lifestyles will  sponsor
“Condom Bingo” at 7 p.m. in
the Andrews Hall lobby.  
Lifestyles is a peer educa-
tion group that focuses on safe
sex, responsible drinking,
stress and drug use.
“Condom Bingo” is exactly
like standard bingo, but the
playing board spells out C-O-
N-D-O-M, and instead of
yelling bingo, condom! is the
key word.
When a student wins the
round, he or she must give the
mediator a fact about sexually
transmitted diseases or con-
doms.
“This is our way of getting
people to spit out the informa-
tion,” said Kelly O’Connor,
Lifestyles secretary. “If they
are wrong we correct them.”
O’Connor said the game
usually turns into a discussion,
giving Lifestyles a way of get-
ting out the information but
having fun at the same time.
O’Connor hopes the game
will give students an alterna-
tive to going to the bars and
possibly making a wrong
choice, if just for one night.
In the past, she said about 50
students participated in the
event.  O’Connor said she
believes people attend because
it is an easy way to receive
condoms.
She hopes the students who
are not sexually active will
give the condoms they win to
their sexually active friends.
Students to ‘spit out’
STD facts at bingo
By JACKIE WATT
Staff writer
Environmental issues will be
discussed tonight  from an
international perspective by a
few exchange students.
Nev Tickner is one of a few
exchange student speakers who
will speak at the program at 7
p.m. in the Coleman Hall
Auditorium.
Tickner, a Vietnam Veteran,
came to the United States from
Central Queensland University,
Australia, in August. 
He said he will focus on “the
good, bad and the ugly” situa-
t ions that  the United States
faces with the environment. 
“The good part is, ordinary
people can make a difference,”
Tickner said.  He related it to a
gentleman in Austral ia  who
started “Clean Up Australia” by
himself and now at least thou-
sands participate in the program. 
Unfortunately, the bad part is
that not enough people know
about or care to do anything
about such problems as carcino-
genic herbicides or  global
warming and that is why the
outcome will be so negative, he
said.
Tickner said he thinks the
United States has a large influ-
ence on the rest of the world so
if it takes more environmental
action now, other countries will
follow. 
Tickner was an environmental
officer for four years in a coal
mine for Operation Forest. He
also has been involved with
environmental management for
10 years and has worked with
organizations like Green Peace.
Global issues localized
for environmental talks
By VALERIE STILTNER
and LAUREN KRAFT
Staff writers
In celebration of National
Geography Awareness Week, a
meteorologist and weather fore-
caster will discuss the effects of El
Nino.
Kevin Orpurt, meteorologist and
weather forecaster for WTHI-TV
in Terra Haute, Ind., will present
“El Niño: Monster or Myth,” at 7
p.m. Wednesday in Phipps Lecture
Hall in the Physical Science
Building.
“The purpose of this speech is
to give simple terms of what El
Niño is and what we can expect,”
Orput said. “(Also) how we will be
affected by it and how it will affect
our winter and spring in the
Midwest.”
El Niño comes around every
couple of years and is somewhat
of a regular event, Orput said. 
His 30-minute speech will
address how the media tends to
exaggerate El Niño in the news
and how the public gets the idea
that it is a “monster storm,” Orput
said.
He said he hopes his lecture will
give students a general under-
standing of what El Nino is and its
effects.
Belayet Khan, associate profes-
sor of geology/geography said he
thinks this week and the speakers
could be important to students
because awareness about geo-
graphical topics must be improved.
He also stressed that all students
are welcome to come listen to
Orput’s free discussion.
National Geography Awareness
Week began Sunday and runs
through Saturday.
TV weather forecaster to talk about effects of El Niño
The purpose of this
speech is to give
simple terms of what El Niño
is and what we can expect.
(Also) how we will be affect-
ed by it and how it will affect
our winter and spring in the
Midwest.”
– Kevin Orpurt,
meteorologist 
and weather forecaster
“
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Chris Aubery
Christina Cass
Lisa Graham
Greg Harvey
Gretchen Harvey
Glenna Henderson
Erika Winge
Scott Marsch
Erica Mason
Nicole Mueller
Jacqueline Odle
Melissa Rosignol
Ami Shimanek
Gretchen Wangner
Jodi Holland
Amy Jones
Karen Kammes 
Kate Kistler
Karen Kryder
Marc Lowry
Jodi Machtely
Andrew J. Kolanowski
Congratulations!
The New Brothers of
Delta Sigma Pi
Are you not sure what career
path to take with your major?
Attend the seminar:
“WHAT CAN I DO WITH A
MAJOR IN...?”
Effingham Room, Union from 4:00-5:00 p.m.
Today
Find out what career options are 
available for your major!!
Sponsored by Career Services
Buy any Large at
Regular Price and Get
a Second Large Pizza
FREE
TM
Last Chance to Eat Toppers before Turkey Day!
348-5454
Medium 1 item Pizza
$400
exp 11/9/97
CHEESTICKS
Small
$400
Medium
$500
Large
$600
JUST ASK!!!
offer not valid with any other offer
Large 1 item Pizza
$500
exp 11/9/97
Extra Large 1 item Pizza
$999
exp 11/9/97
NEW YORK (AP) – By most
accounts, Moshe “Moe”
Pergament was a well-mannered
college student. So polite that he
addressed a note to police apolo-
gizing for what he was about to
do. So polite he wrote a stack of
goodbye cards to his loved ones.
On Friday night, Pergament,
depressed over a reported $6,000
in gambling debts, got himself
shot to death by police on Long
Island by pointing what turned out
to be a toy gun at them, police
said.
Police call it “suicide by cop” –
and they’ve seen it before.
“I’m sorry to get you involved,”
the 19-year-old Pergament had
written in a letter addressed in
advance to “the officer who shot
me!” “I just needed to die,” he
wrote.
Neighbors and fellow students
said Pergament, a Nassau
Community College sophomore
and son of a well-to-do Long
Island developer, was quiet,
polite, well-liked and seemingly
carefree.
Pergament bought a $1.79 sil-
ver-colored toy revolver on the
day of his death. He also went to a
card store near his home in
Manhasset and bought nine greet-
ing cards that he made out to fam-
ily and friends.
“He looked like he was really
depressed,” said Solange Ramirez,
a clerk at the card store.
According to police, Pergament
was speeding and driving errati-
cally on the Long Island
Expressway, apparently in an
effort to get stopped. When
Officer Thomas Pollock pulled the
car over in Syosset, Pergament
jumped out and began waving his
arms wildly.
Suicide successful with help from cop
Depressed, hoping
to be killed, student
pulls out toy gun
By HEATHER CYGAN
and JAIME HODGE
Staff editors
Four of the 14 individuals
who were cited last weekend for
alcohol violations at Mother’s
Bar, 506 Monroe Ave, were
Eastern students.
Melissa M. Pendy, 18, of 716
Carman Hall, was cited at 12:07
a.m. Friday for a minor frequent-
ing a licensed premises, pur-
chase/acceptance of alcohol by a
minor and obstructing a peace
officer, a police report stated.
Tamara Gadomski, 19, of 1034
Greek Court, was cited at 12:07
a.m. Friday for purchase/accep-
tance of alcohol by a minor,
minor frequenting a licensed
premises and possession of a
false ID, a police report stated.
Alyssa Michelle Serafin, 20, of
1060 Second St., was cited at
12:07 a.m. Friday for
purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor and minor frequenting
a licensed premises, a police
report stated.
Wayne Robert Ball, 19, of
1012 Greek Court, was cited at
12:07 a.m. for possession/accep-
tance of alcohol and minor fre-
quenting a licensed premises.
Other alcohol citations
include:
■ Tad C. Shick, 27, of 1025 First
St., was cited at 1:10 a.m. Friday
in the 1400 block of Sixth Street
for driving under the influence
and for driving 51 mph in a 30
mph zone.
■ Nicole Ann Guzaldo, 20, of
1057 Seventh St., was cited at
2:15 a.m. Friday at her residence
for purchase/acceptance of alco-
hol by a minor and disorderly
conduct.
■ James R. Hawkins, 19, of 1825
Maple Ave., was cited at 12:34
a.m. Friday in the 1400 block of
Fourth Street for purchase/accep-
tance of alcohol by a minor.
■ Amy M. Pfeiffer, 22, of 416
Polk Ave., was cited at 1:08 a.m.
Saturday in the 1200 block of
Second Street for driving under
the influence and driving without
lights when required.
■ Kerri Lynn Ciancio, 23, and
Julie A. Schroeder, 22, both of
902 Jackson Ave., were cited at
3:08 a.m. Saturday at their home
address for disturbing the peace
and disorderly conduct.
■ Krista L. Bishop, 19, of 503
Lawson Hall, and Ryan D.
Steinbach, 18, of 123 Thomas
Hall, were cited for
purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor at 10 p.m. Saturday,
in the 1400 block of East
St./Walkers West parking lot. 
■ Jeffrey Varchmin, 21, of West
Dundee, was cited for gift/sale of
alcohol to the previous two viola-
tors.
■ Kathleen Anne Keller, 20, of
715 Grant Ave., was cited at 1:32
a.m. Saturday at her residence for
purchase/acceptance of alcohol
by a minor and disturbing the
peace.
Students cited with alcohol
violations at Mother’s Bar
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LAST
CHANCE
This is your
to get your groups picture in the 1998 yearbook
Monday through Friday
call for availability
1/3 page $55
2/3 page $100
Full Page $150
PRICES
Please limit 20 people per photo please.
581-2812
CALL
All photos will be shot on a first-come 
first-served basis.
Please be prepared to pay in advance 
either at the time of the shoot or at the
Student Publications office.
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
ZORBAS IS OPEN! Experienced
waitresses and delivery boys
needed. Call Zorbas 348-8055
after 4 p.m.
_______________________12/2
NIGHT MANAGER NEEDED for
domestic violence shelter. Please
send resumes to CADV, P.O. Box
732, Charleston, Il 61920 by 12-
1-97.
______________________11/19
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL
RESIDENTIAL SITES SERVING
4-6 RESIDENTS WITH DEVEL-
OPMENTAL DISABILITIES.
Monday through Friday evening
and mid-night shifts or weekend
shifts available. Flexible schedul-
ing also available. No experience
necessary. Paid training is provid-
ed. Applications may be obtained
at CCAR Industries, 825 18th
Street, Charleston, IL  61920
E.O.E.
_______________________1/29
PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED.
No experience needed. Fun and
Short hours.  Call 581-6708.
______________________11/18
NANNIES WANTED!!! New
Orleans: 2 boys, $250.00 New
Jersey: 1 girl, $220.00 Weekly,
travel California: 2 boys, $300.00
Weekly And many more to
choose from! Embark on the
adventure of a l i fetime!!
Childerest 1-800-937-6264.
______________________11/21
NEEDED! People who WANT
work on M-W-F days. Call Peggy
345-6757.
______________________11/20
LOSE THE “FRESHMAN 15.”
Don’t starve to lose weight again.
Call 348-0004. We’re 5 minutes
from campus.
______________________10/31
HELP IS AVAILABLE FOR SEX-
UAL ASSAULT/ABUSE VICTIMS
by contacting Sexual Assault
Counseling and Information
Service, Lawson Hall, 1-5 p.m.
office hours, 348-5033.
______________________11/18
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. No experi-
ence required. Free information
packet. Call 410-347-1475
______________________12/15
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY-
MENT-Discover how to work in
America’s Parks, Forests &
Wildlife Preserves. Competitive
wages + bonuses!
Seasonal/year-round. For
employment information, call:
(517) 324-3081 ext. N57381.
______________________11/21
JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! Work winter
break office clerical jobs earn
$$$$$$. Gain experience. Call
Today’s Temporary, Chicago 312-
558-1582, Des Plaines 847-699-
3010, Schaumburg 847-240-
9411. www.today’s.com.
_______________________12/1
ADOPTION, A LOVING CHOICE:
Teacher/electronics engineer long
to provide child with loving,
secure home. Can share love,
laughter, and bright future on our
farm. We’d love to help you while
you help us. Call Pam or Tim at
1-800-556-7893, ID #69.
______________________11/21
APARTMENT AVAILABLE, 2 bed-
room, furnished 2-4 people for
Spring 1998. Call 348-6119
______________________12/11
STARTING JAN 1ST. 2 br. apart-
ment for rent. $175.00 per per-
son, close to campus, low utili-
ties, pets allowed. 348-5195
______________________11/19
FAMILY RENTAL. NICE 3 bed-
room house. Basement, washer,
dryer hookup, stove and fridge,
new furnace, garage. Available
immediately. Call 345-5088
______________________11/21
AVAILABLE SPRING 98!
Furnished 3 bedroom, 5 month
lease. 1/2 block west of Lantz,
with large front & backyard. Quiet
residential area. New living room
furniture, refrigerator, separate
washer & dryer room, & large
multi-purpose common room. Call
348-0157.
______________________11/15
FAMILY RENTAL. Nice 3 bed-
room house. Basement,
washer/dryer hookup, stove and
fridge, new furnace, garage.
Available immediately. Call 345-
5088.
______________________11/21
AVAILABLE SPRING
SEMESTER, very large, 1 story,
3 B/R, 1 and a half bath home
next to O’Brien Stadium. Rent
lowered to $600.
_______________________12/5
SPRING SEMESTER HOUSING
available from one person effi-
ciency to 5 person townhouse.
C21 Wood, 345-4489, Jim Wood,
broker.
_______________________12/5
SUBLESSOR NEEDED furnished
apartment close to campus.
Washer & dryer in Apt!!!
2 or 3 people needed for Spring
semester & intercession. Low as
$175 a month. Call Rodney 345-
1441.
______________________11/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Newly
remodeled eff iciency on the
Square, for Spring Semester.
345-2546.
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: for
apartment in University Court.
Own room or roommate. Call
Mike at 581-8128
______________________11/20
NEEDED:1 FEMALE SUB-
LESSOR FOR SPRING 98 to
share 3 bedroom house (own
room). 2 bathrooms. Furnished
with washer/dryer. Near Greek
Court. Call 348-0157.
______________________11/18
3 SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
large 3 bedroom house near the
square. $170/month. Available
Spring Semester. 348-5769.
______________________11/18
TWO SUBLESSORS NEEDED
for two bedroom apartment on
12th Street. Call 348-8273.
______________________11/20
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR
SPRING 98. Great 2 bedroom
apartment close to campus. Own
room. 348-0267.
______________________11/21
SUBLESSOR NEEDED: Studio
apartment 3 blocks from campus,
utilities paid. $260/ month. Call
348-6444.
______________________11/18
SUBLESSOR NEEDED SPRING
98. 1 Bedroom. Furnished. Util.
included. Call 348-6331.
______________________11/21
GREAT ONE-BEDROOM
APARTMENT, reasonable rent,
come see for yourself. Call 348-
7960.
______________________11/19
HAVE OWN PLACE! 1 OR 2
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
HUGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT WITH DECK IN NAN-
TUCKET! JANUARY-MAY. 348-
6523.
_______________________12/1
NEEDED: 1 sublessor for Spring
98. LOW RENT, own room, nicely
furnished. Located on 7th St.
Very close to campus. Call
Jessica 348-5249.
______________________11/21
1 SUBLESSOR NEEDED Spring
98. Cheap rent, utilities included,
fully furnished. Call 348-6297.
______________________11/21
ONE MALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED in Lincolnwood Pinetree
Apartments right outside of cam-
pus. Low rent. 348-7679.
______________________11/18
NEEDED: 1 MALE ROOMMATE
FOR SPRING 98 to share 4 bed-
room house (own room).
Washer/dryer; Paid utilities; off
square. Call 345-9292.
______________________11/21
2 ROOMS FOR RENT-Spring 98
washer/dryer Shared uti l i t ies
$200/mo. Dan 348-6782.
______________________11/20
1-2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for
Spring 98 for U-Court Apart.
Quiet. Own room or roommate.
Ask for Joanna or leave a mes-
sage. 581-8127.
______________________11/21
FOUND: Box of hot cocoa mix left
at Check Cashing. Call 581-5122.
______________________11/18
LOST: Wallet w/ zipper & brown
trim. Sentimental items inside. If
found please call 581-5630.
Reward!
______________________11/20
SPRING BREAK ‘98. Best Prices
to Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas, &
Florida. Group Discounts & Free
Drink Parties! Sell Trips, Earn
Cash, & Go Free! 1-800-234-
7007. http://www.endlesssum-
mertours.com
______________________12/15
SPRING BREAK ‘98’! Free food
and drinks! Cancun, Bahamas,
Jamaica and Florida from $399.
Organize as a small group & trav-
el FREE! Highest commission &
lowest prices! Call Surf & Sun
Tours to become a campus repre-
sentative (800)-574-7577.
______________________11/18
WASHBURN ACOUSTIC GUI-
TAR AND CASE, $500 OBO.
Conn cornet, brass and chrome,
case, $200 OBO. Brett, 348-
0855.
______________________11/18
1993 MUSTANG LX 37000 Miles,
$6200, Power Windows Steering
268-3038
______________________11/18
88 CHEVY CELEBRITY Reliable,
Great Machincal. $1500.00 OBO
348-6782.
______________________11/20
FOUR TICKETS MOTLEY CRUE
in Peoria 11/21 floor seats (618)
662-6561
______________________11/19
NEED TO LOSE WEIGHT?
Learn how to lose weight free!
Call for an appointment: 345-
4343 or 258-8247.
______________________11/21
COLES COUNTY PAWN 345-
3623, Buy Sell Trade-C.D’s-
VCR’s-T.V.’s Adult movies, Toys
& Novelties.
______________________11/20
SALE! TAPESTRIES, WIND
CHIMES, CANDLES, more 20 %
to 30 % off at Calliope Court 706
Jackson, Charleston.
______________________11/20
NEW SHIPMENT OF IMPORTED
CIGARS! Save 10 % to 20 % on
Humidors & Cigar Accessories at
Call iope Court 706 Jackson,
Charleston.
______________________11/20
CURRENT AND FUTURE
SPEECH PATHOLOGY
MAJORS: NSSLHA is selling tote
bags, sweatshirts, t-shirts and
travel mugs. Come place your
order at the clinic- second floor of
the Clinical Services building.
Orders due Nov. 20.
______________________11/19
WHEN DETECTED EARLY
BREAST CANCER IS COM-
PLETELY CURABLE.
______________________11/18
BETH SCHLUTZ- Happy 21st
Birthday!! The countdown is over.
Love, Your Roommates.
______________________11/18
JOHANNA (MAMACITA): Thank
you so much for everything you
did. Your are the best! A-Phi love
& mine, Angela
KARALYN JOY_ Thank you for
being a great best friend & mon! I
really appreciate it! A-Phi love &
mine, Theresa Marie
______________________11/18
MICHELE GILLETTE AND
JOLYN DAUGHERTY OF ASA:
Way to go on receiving Student
Senate positions! You two ROCK!
Love always, Your ASA Sisters.
______________________11/18
MADCHEN: Now that I love you, I
don’t want to lose you. Heart and
mind, I’m finally where I belong.
Happy 21st!
______________________11/18
STACEY WHITCOMG OF
ALPHA PHI congrats on getting
lavaliered to MIKE MCGURREN
OF SIGMA PI! Love, Bridgett,
Kirsten, Lisa & Sarah.
______________________11/18
KAPPA DELTA PI Meeting today at noon in Arcola/Tuscola Room in
MLK Union. Topic: The Student Teaching Experience
PHI SIGMA PI Meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Effingham room.
POWER Meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Mezzanine of MLK Union.
Everyone welcome.
UNIVERSITY PROFESSIONALS OF IL Presentation by Ron Ettinger
today from 3:30-5 p.m. in Phipps Lecture Hall, Physical Science
Building.
STUDENT INVESTMENT SOCIETY SIS Informational meeting today
at 7 p.m. in 027 Lumpkin Hall. Proposals will be presented.
ALPHA KAPPA DELTA Meeting today at 5 p.m. in Blair Hall Rm. 207.
Bring dues and initiation fees. Please attend because important things
will be discussed.
PHI SIGMA PI Meeting today at 7 p.m. in the Effingham Room.
Remember it’s Big Brother night.
BAPTIST STUDENT UNION Tuesday-Night-Thing today at 6 p.m. in
the Shelbyville Room 3rd floor University Union. Prayer at 5:15 p.m.
Come join us and bring friends. Yearbook pictures will be taken after-
ward.
LIFESTYLES Condom Bingo today at 7 p.m. in Andrews Lobby.
BSU Weekly meeting-Double trouble today at 6 p.m. in Thomas Hall.
“Tour of the South Quad.” 
BLACK STUDENT UNION Homecoming pictures are in. Please come
and pick them up in the office any time today or at the meeting.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Daily mass today at 12:05 p.m. in
Newman Chapel.
HAITI CONNECTION Meeting today at 7 p.m. in Newman Lounge.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Reconciliation today
from 8-9 p.m. in Newman Chapel.
TAYLOR & CO. Meeting today at 6 p.m. in the lobby.
PHI GAMMA NU Active meeting today at 6 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall 127.
Professional speaker at 6:30 p.m. Professional dress required.
UB AIDS MEMORIAL QUILT COMMITTEE Meeting today at 8:30 p.m.
in the Greenup room. All coordinators must attend. Please contact
Anne at 5117 if you have conflicts.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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THE MEN OF DELTA SIGMA PHI
would like to congratulate Steve
Ermel, Mark Johnson, Jeff Miley,
Brian Oakes and Owen Burritt for
making the Greek Week Steering
Committee ‘98 and also Bil l
Buckley for Greek Week Overall.
______________________11/18
CONGRATULATIONS TO
AMELIA NELSON OF DELTA
ZETA on becoming the Money
Making co-chair for the Greek
Week Steering Committee.
______________________11/18
CONGRATULATIONS TO
ANGELA MARETTI OF DELTA
ZETA on becoming the ‘97-’98
Sigma Phi Epsilon sweetheart!
______________________11/18
27-13, 18-0, 33-13, DELTA CHI
FOOTBALL. Domination at its
BEST. Phi-esta Bowl Champs!!
______________________11/18
CARMEN JANSEN:
Congratulations on entering the
Honorary Order of Omega! Your
TRi-Sigma Sisters are proud of
you!
______________________11/18
COLIN LANNING OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON: Congrats on I-week!
love Carrie and Val.
______________________11/18
SIGMA SIGMA SIGMA LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA Homecoming ‘98!
GO EIU!
______________________11/18
SARA FERGUS OF TRI-SIGMA:
Congratulations on becoming the
new Delta Sigma Phi Sweetheart!
Love, Your sisters.
______________________11/18
JEFF BYRD OF SIGMA CHI:
Thank you so much for the roses!
You are the best! Love the
Women of Delta Zeta.
______________________11/18
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
DELTA ZETA NEW INITIATES.
______________________11/18
BRIDGET NEUMANN OF ASA:
Thanks for being an awesome
Ruby Sis... You’re the best! Alpha
love, Melissa.
______________________11/18
CONGRATULATIONS TO EMILY
BUCKLEY OF ALPHA PHI on
going active. Love, Stacey &
Mike.
______________________11/18
SARAH BORDENKIRCHER OF
DELTA ZETA Congratulations on
getting pinned to JASON AMATO
OF SIGMA PHI EPSILON. I’m so
happy for you! Love-Kelli.
______________________11/18
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY TO
KELLI MARLOW OF DELTA
ZETA! Love, your friend always,
Sarah.
______________________11/18
BETH: Happy Birthday! I love
you!! B-.
______________________11/18
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By the associated press
The St.  Louis Blues have
made their point – 30 of them, to
be precise. The NHL completed
the first quarter of its season,
and the surprising Blues were
the first team to reach 30 points.
“Time will tell how good we
are, but so far, we like the team
commitment and the effort,’’
said Blues coach Joel
Quenneville, whose team is 14-
5-2.
Last season, 10 teams had
better records than the Blues,
who finished at  36-35-11.
Fourth in the Central last season,
the Blues have been battling
Detroit and Dallas for the divi-
sion lead from the start of this
one.
On Saturday night, the Blues
beat the defending champion
Red Wings 5-2 in an early-sea-
son showdown.
“It’s nice winning,’’
Quenneville said. “I know it was
a big game and a lot at stake.’’
The Montreal Canadiens and
Boston Bruins also have
improved dramatically this sea-
son.
The Bruins had the worst
record in the NHL last season at
26-47-9, but are 10-7-3 and in
second place in the Northeast
behind the Canadiens. After a
31-36-15 record last season that
placed them fourth,  the
Canadiens are leading the divi-
sion at 13-5-2.
The rise of the Blues, Bruins
and Canadiens has been as unex-
pected as the fall of the Buffalo
Sabres and star goaltender
Dominik Hasek. 
Last season’s MVP has been
booed at home and blamed for
the plunge from first to last in
the Northeast Division.
For the fourth time in seven
home starts, Hasek surrendered
two goals in the first period en
route to a 3-2 loss to New Jersey
on Saturday night. When Hasek
won the Hart Trophy last season,
he had just six multigoal first
periods in 36 home games.
His MVP season featured a
2.27 goals-against average, .930
save percentage and 37-20-10
record.
This season, Hasek has allowed
3.39 goals a game with a save
percentage of .888 and 4-8-2
record.
And bad feelings linger from
last season. He was suspended
during the playoffs and his criti-
cism of Ted Nolan led to the
departure of the NHL’s coach of
the year.
The Sabres finished with a
40-30-12 record under Nolan
last season. 
This season, they are 5-10-4
under Lindy Ruff, including 0-3-
2 in their last five.
Of course, the Sabres have
nothing on the Tampa Bay
Lightning, the NHL’s worst
team with a 2-15-2 record.
Despite a change of coaches, the
Lightning are winless in 15
games (0-14-1) and have lost
nine straight, both club records.
The latest  defeat came
Sunday night,  3-2 in
Philadelphia to the Atlantic
Division-leading Flyers.
Surprising Blues first team to reach 30 points
year was a 5-0 decision over Middle
Tennessee on Sept. 13. Four days later the
Lady Panthers handed Illinois its first loss of
the year, defeating them 7-1 in Champaign.
Ballard said the thing that most stood out
about this season was how his players were
able to rebound from the slow start.
“As the season went on, we got stronger
and better as a team,” he said. “Our team
came together and we really played well.”
After a 1-0 loss at St. Louis on Oct. 1,
Eastern won its next three games. The Lady
Panthers defeated Eastern Michigan 2-1 in
Ypsilanti, Mich., but there was a cost for the
victory. Junior backer Diane Markus, who
had scored the winning goal in the game and
was the team’s leading scorer at the time
went down with an injury and was unable to
play for the rest of the season. This is one of
five injuries suffered by the Lady Panthers
this season.
“I never had a team with this many
injuries,” Ballard said. “I think the key was I
never talked to them about the injuries, I only
talked to them about the players we had. We
just had to keep going with what we had.”
Eastern took the three-game winning
streak into the conference season, which
opened up on Oct. 12 against Illinois State. A
goal by junior forward Tracie Strother was
the only one of the game, as Eastern shutout
the Redbirds 1-0. Three days later, the Lady
Panthers had their lone conference setback of
the year, a 3-1 loss at Evansville. They
recovered from the loss and went on to win
the next two home conference games, a 3-0
victory over Creighton and a 5-1 victory over
Valparaiso.
In the final conference game of the season,
the Lady Panthers traveled to Springfield,
Mo. and, on the strength of two Strother
goals, defeated Southwest Missouri 2-1 and
earned second-place honors in the confer-
ence and a first-round bye in the conference
tournament.
Eastern had to face Southwest Missouri
again in the final four of the conference tour-
nament. They came back from a 1-0 halftime
deficit to defeat the Lady Bears 2-1. 
Five Lady Panthers were named to the
All-MVC team. Senior backer Kendra
Williamson and junior backer Heather Ory
were named to the First Team All-MVC,
while sophomore defender Michelle
Macumber, Strother and Aussin were named
to the Second Team All-MVC.
There was a big fight for the point leader
on the team, but junior forward Beth Aussin
came out on top. Aussin had seven goals and
13 assists, which for the second year in a
row, made her the conference leader in
assists, for a total of 27 points. Coming in
one point behind Aussin was Ory, who had a
team-leading 10 goals and tied for third on
the team with six assists on the year.
The other player to achieve over 20 points
for Eastern was Strother with 24 points. She
was second on the team with nine goals and
tied with Ory for third on the team with six
assists.
This is the first time in the school’s history
that three players have scored over 20 points. 
Eastern also had a great defensive effort
on the year. Sophomore transfer goalie
Jessica Graczyk led the MVC with her .68
goals-against average. She played in 17
games, saving 70 shots and allowing eight to
get by.
To go along with the All-Conference hon-
ors, Eastern also had eight players named
Academic All-Conference. Half of the 12
member First Team were filled with Lady
Panthers. Strother, Ory, sophomore midfield-
er Jen Cech, Macumber, Markus and
Williamson were all named to the First
Team. Senior backer Tara Kinney and junior
midfielder/backer Tiffanie Bosley gained
Honorable Mention spots. 
SEASON from page 12
Illinois the best chance of winning.
There’s also a drawing at halftime
to allow 10 lucky fans (one for
each loss) to play in the game.
Excuses, excuses:
After the Lady Panthers shot a
lowly 29 percent against
Evansville, Klein said the Lady
Panthers are capable of being a
strong offensive team.
Wait a minute. Didn’t Chicago
Bears head coach Dave Wannstedt
say the same thing after their first
game?
Show me the...
The University of Louisville
football team finished out the sea-
son 1-10. Head coach Ron
Cooper’s job is up in the air. Now
it has come out that at a 1996
Louisville alumni football golf out-
ing, two strippers were hired and
went around exposing their breasts,
along with other body parts, for
money. Kevin Beck, director of
Louisville football operations, has
taken responsibility for the strip-
pers and said Cooper had nothing
to do with the abundance of bare
skin.
Now Cooper just has to find
someone to say the same about the
10 losses.
MERDA from page 12
CHAMPAIGN (AP) – In
Illinois’ last chance for a vic-
tory this season, coach Ron
Turner said Monday he’ll put
players on the field who give
the team a chance to win – not
necessarily seniors in their last
college game.
“We don’t have many
seniors who aren’t playing,’’
Turner said.
“We’re going to get in the
guys who give us a chance to
win.”
Turner to play Illini who will
help his team get first win
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Brain Bealor
Lance Becker
Shane Braddus
Brian Bove
Matt Minich
Erik Hockenberry
Travis Foster
Brian O’Neil
Dan Jones
Rob Rimsky
Rob Grasso
John Mendez
Eric Montgomery
Shaye Braddus
The Men of
Lambda Chi Alpha
Would like to announce the Fall 1997 initiates
Alpha Sigma Tau
would like to thank
of Sigma Pi
For being a wonderful
Sweetheart We love you!
Aaroh Anderson
It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
With the help of one of the
most successful coaches in the
country,  Southeast  Missouri
basketball  hopes to improve
from last year. This year they
are predicted to finish fifth in
the Ohio Valley Conference Pre-
season Polls. 
After finishing last year with
a 12-18 overall record and a 9-9
conference record, they decided
to get rid of head coach Ron
Shumate.
Replacing Shumate will be
Gary Garner, who has the best
overall coaching record in col-
lege basketball over the past
two seasons.
The past two years he has
been at Fort Hays State, where
he compiled a 63-2 record. 
In 1996, Garner led Fort Hays
State to its first ever NCAA
Division II National Champ-
ionship,  as the team went
through the season with an
undefeated 34-0 record. 
Garner had been at Fort Hays
for six years, compiling a 138-
44 record. 
In those six years, Fort Hays
had made four NCAA Division
II playoff appearances.
This will be Garner’s 14th
year of coaching and he has an
overall record of 248-163. 
To help out  Garner,  the
Indians have three returning
starters from last year’s team.
The biggest  one of these is
senior center William “Bud”
Eley. 
He averaged a team-high 17.9
points  per game and 10.3
rebounds per game last year. 
Because of his efforts, Eley
was named to the First Team
All-OVC.
This year,  Eley has been
named to the Pre-season First
Team All-OVC. 
Also returning to the Indian
squad will be senior forward
Calvert White. 
Last year, White was second
on the team with an average of
13 points  a game and five
rebounds a game and led the
Indians with 58 steals.
Last year,  White was also
named to the OVC All-New-
comer team and this year he has
been named a Pre-season All-
OVC honorable mention.
The final returning starter for
the Indians is junior forward
David Montgomery. 
In 1996, Montgomery was
fourth on the team with an aver-
age of 7.9 points per game and
was third on the team with an
average of 4.7 rebounds per
game.
To combat the loss of the
other two starters, Garner has
brought in three junior college
transfers.
One of these players is junior
guard Dewayne Saulsberry, who
averaged 18 points and four
rebounds last  year at  St .
Catherine Junior College.
Saulsberry was an All-
Conference select ion on the
team that  advanced to the
National Junior College Amer-
ican Associat ion National
Tournament. 
Another transfer picked up by
Garner is  junior guard Cory
Johnson.
He is a transfer from Three
Rivers Community College,
where he holds the game, season
and career records for  three
pointers.
He has the record for threes in
a game with 14, in a season with
154 and in his career with 236. 
At Three Rivers,  Johnson
averaged 19 points a game and
won All-Conference and All-
Region honors. 
Last year Southeast Missouri
did make i t  to the OVC
Tournament, but was defeated in
the f irst  round by Middle
Tennessee 89-74. 
This year, the Indians have
started off the season 0-1, losing
to Colorado in Boulder Sunday.
The Indians play in no tour-
naments this year, but they still
have a tough schedule. 
On Dec. 29, the Indians travel
to Louisville, Ky. to take the
University of Louisville. 
The conference season for the
Indians begins Dec. 4, when
they host Tennessee State. 
Two day’s later, Austin Peay
travels to Cape Girardeau, Mo.
to contend with the Indians. 
They finish off the conference
schedule Feb. 21 at Eastern. 
Indians predicted to finish fifth
Southeast Missouri
University
1996-97:
12-18 overall, 9-9 OVC
1997-98 prediction:
Fifth place in the
OVC
Head coach
Gary Garner
Editor’s note:  This is the fifth in
a nine-part series previewing the
Ohio Valley Conference mens’
basketball teams and their pre-
dicted order of finish
The UPS Mobile Recruitment
Unit will not be on campus Thursday
November 20th from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
If you are going to be in
Chicago area over the holidays 
and are looking for seasonal 
part-time employment call
1-888-UPS-5959
Equal Opportunity Employer
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On Sale This Week!
Metallica  Reload............................$12.88
AC/DC  Bonfire Boxset...................$58.97
EryKah BADU Live (6new tracks)....$12.88
MJG  No More Glory.......................$12.88
Led Zeppelin  BBC Sessions............$21.98
Fifth Ward Boys  Usual Suspects....$12.88
Friends
&Co
We got
They’re back!!! From Raleigh, N.C.
Sub Pop Records - BLUE RAGS
in the Dungeon
KITCHEN
IS OPEN!
$2 Import
Bottles
Hot wings only 25¢each
EVERY TUESDAY!
served with ranch dressing
(regularly, basket of six for $3.00)
monday-thursday 7pm-11pm • friday-saturday 5pm-11pm
The Panther football team had the
week off, but will now start preparations
for the upcoming game against Eastern
Kentucky Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.
A win over EKU will  give the
Panthers a share of the Ohio Valley
Conference regular-season title and a trip
to the Division 1-AA playoffs. 
Last year the Panthers defeated EKU
45-21 at home. 
Eastern rushed for 371 yards and had
three running backs run for 100 yards. 
A win will give the Panthers their
third playoff appearance in the last four
seasons.
Simpson goes for record
Senior Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson will have a chance to break the
Division 1-AA record for completion
percentage Saturday. 
Simpson enters the game having com-
pleted 160-of-227 passes. 
His completion percentage stands at
70.5 percent. 
The current record holder is Princeton
graduate Jason Garrett, who in 1988
completed 68.2 percent of his passes. 
Simpson also has a good chance to set
the OVC records for completion percent-
age in a season as well as a career.
Running Wild:
Murray State senior running back
Anthony Downs was named OVC
Offensive Player of the Week for his per-
formance in MSU’s 13-7 victory over
Tennessee State. 
Downs rushed 29 times for 133 yards
and scored the game winning touchdown
on a 1-yard run. 
Downs finishes the
season with 1,011
yards, to become the
second player in
Murray State history
to rush for more than
1,000 yards in consec-
utive seasons.
Streaking Colonels:
Eastern Kentucky
won its seventh stra-
ight game and clinched at least a share of
the OVC Championship in its 35-20 vic-
tory over Middle Tennessee. 
With the win EKU improved to 7-3
overall and 6-0 in the conference.
Sophomore tailback Derrick Logan ran
for 123 yards on 24 carries. 
Freshman tailback Corey Crume added
105 yards and two touchdowns. 
EKU had two backs rush for more than
100 yards for the second time this sea-
son.
The defense also came through with a
solid effort, limiting Middle Tennessee to
only 25 yards on the ground and 265
total yards. 
This week EKU will travel to Eastern
with an automatic bid to the playoffs on
the line. 
EKU has won 40 of its last 43 confer-
ence games and has reached the playoffs
16 times in the 19-year history of the 1-
AA playoffs.
Indians end drought:
Southeast Missouri State snapped a
13-game losing streak in a 28-17 victory
over Southern Illinois. 
The Indians fell behind 17-0 late in the
third quarter but rallied to score 28 unan-
swered points. 
The Indians offense exploded for a
season-high 490 total yards, with 300
yards on the ground. Senior fullback
Britt Mirgaux rushed for 88 yards on 16
carries and scored two touchdowns.
The defense also did the job against
Southern, holding the Salukis to only 51
yards on the ground on 38 attempts. 
The Indians close out the season at
home against Tennessee State, who it has
beaten in the last four meetings.
Defense is the key:
The OVC has four of the top teams in
1-AA in both scoring defense and total
defense.
Murray State heads up the list, ranking
third in total defense, giving up 237.5
yards a game. 
The Panthers rank 16th,  al lowing
266.4 yards a game. 
Eastern Kentucky is 23rd, giving up
281.3 yards and Tennessee Tech rounds
out the list at 25th, allowing 284 yards.
In scoring defense, EKU is at the top
of the list of OVC teams, ranking eighth
and giving up 14 points a game. 
Following close behind is Tennessee
Tech, who ranks 12th and is allowing
only 15.4 points a game. 
Right behind Tech is Murray State,
who ranks 13th and is giving up 15.6
points.
The Panthers are 19th, allowing their
opponents to score only 16.4 points a
game.
-compiled by Kyle Bauer
Gridders face Colonels for championship
Sports Network
Division I-AA Poll
The top 25 teams in the Sports Network
Division I-AA football poll, records
through Nov. 17 and previous ranking.
Villanova 
Western Illinois 
Delaware
Youngstown State
Western Kentucky
Eastern Washington
McNeese State
Georgia Southern
Hampton
Florida A&M
Montana
Southern University
Stephen F. Austin
Jackson State
Appalachian State
Eastern Illinois*
Hofstra
Cal Poly-SLO
Eastern Kentukcy*
Northeastern
Northwestern State
South Carolina State
Dayton
Bucknell
Liberty
10-0
9-1
10-1
9-1
9-1
10-1
9-1
9-2
9-1
8-2
7-3
9-1
8-2
8-2
7-3
8-2
8-2
9-1
7-3
8-2
7-3
8-2
9-1
10-0
8-2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
13
15
16
21
22
23
24
25
17
18
NR
20
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Football
notebook
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
Panther head basketball  coach Rick Samuels
announced on Monday that he had three recruits sign a
National Letter-of-Intent to attend Eastern.
Two of these players are from high school, while the
other is from a prep school.
Todd Bergmann, from Northfield-St. Herman (MA)
Prep School, Henry Domercrant, from Naperville North
High School and Jan Thompson from DeKalb High
School in Indiana will all suit up for Eastern next year. 
“We’re always excited about getting new players that
can attack our needs for next year and in the future
year’s,” Samuels said. 
“I feel we needed to add some size, so Thompson and
Bergmann will bring size to the team and hopefully
improve in their college years. 
“We got Domercant because we feel we needed a
player that could create off the dribble and was an
offensive scoring threat, which is what he is.”
Bergmann averaged 13 points and eight rebounds as a
senior at Conant High School and received All-Mid
Suburban South Conference honors. 
Domercant averaged 15 points for a Naperville North
which won the DuPage Valley Conference champi-
onship last year with a 19-7 record.
The final recruit  to sign a letter-of-intent was
Thompson, who averaged eight points and six rebounds
last year. His DeKalb High School team went 26-4 last
year and featured Indiana’s Mr. Basketball Luke Recker. 
Samuels does not know if these players will make an
immediate impact on the team.
“It’s hard to determine because they still have a year
in high school to develop,” he said. 
“It depends on the adjustment they make both in the
classroom and on the court. I would hate to speculate
right now.”
Samuels said he is not ruling out the idea of having
the players make an immediate impact.
“They always have the opportunity to play basketball,
I’m not only thinking about the future,” he said. “Most
players don’t make a major contribution until their
junior year, but I would love to an opportunity for the
kids to play much earlier in their career.”
Three players commit to play Panther basketball
They always have the opportunity to play
basketball, I’m not only thinking about the
future. Most players don’t make a major
contribution until their junior year, but I would love
to an opportunity for the kids to play much earlier
in their career.”
-Rick Samuels,
men’s head basketball coach
“
“I thought there’s a kid that
ran one of the greatest races
he’s ever ran.  I t ’s  a  just
reward.”
But even though Saturday’s
run earned him a tr ip to
nationals, Moroney does not
consider this to be his best
performance.
“The Central  Collegiate
Championships was my best
race,” he said. “This is the sec-
ond best because I went out
with the leaders and hung in as
long as I could.”
Moroney said he has to be
careful not to get caught up in
the hoopla of  being at  the
national meet.
“I don’t want to go there
and be in awe of the competi-
tion, it’s too easy to do that,”
he said. “I definitely would
like to get  in the top 100,
there’s about 200 guys in the
race.”
MORONEY from page 12
I don’t want to go
there and be in awe
of the competition, it’s too
easy to do that. I definite-
ly would like to get in the
top 100, there’s about
200 guys in the race.”
-Todd Moroney,
cross country runner
“
they might get rattled. Luke would
act as a calming experience because
he plays without fear.”
Another V-Hawk returning starter
is junior forward Matt Mealy. He
started in 33 of the 34 games last
year, averaging 11.6 points per game
and was second on the team with 6.6
rebounds per game.
He led Viterbo with 18 blocked
shots last year and was fourth on the
team with 26 steals. One of the two
starters lost from last year’s team is
Nate Keller. He started all 34 games
last year and was second on the team
in scoring with 12.6 points per game
and averaged three rebounds a
game. Keller led the V-Hawks in
three-point shooting, connecting on
99-of-244 attempts for an average of
40.6.
Eisner, who will be in his third
year at Viterbo, has an overall record
of 36-31 at Viterbo. Before coming
to the university, Eisner was the
assistant coach at Eastern for a year. 
“I’ve never coached against
Eisner, but I have coached against
some other of my former assistant
coaches,” Samuels said. “I get to
renew an acquaintance and after the
game we can exchange strategies
and ideas. It’s going to be a lot of
fun.”
Eisner agrees with Samuels, say-
ing it will be great to see old faces.
“I enjoyed my one year at Eastern
and the main reason for that was
because I was working with
Samuels,” Eisner said. “He is very
classy and has a great knowledge for
the game. The year I spent at Eastern
influenced my professional life and
I’m really looking forward to it.”
While Eastern already has two
games under its belt, this will be
Viterbo’s first game of the year. 
“This is their opener as well, so
we have no stats on them from this
year,” Samuels said. “If you look at
their starting lineup, they’re not very
big.”
Because it is each team’s first reg-
ular season game of the year,
Samuels does not know what type of
game to expect.
“From our standpoint, I want to
see an error-free game and some
dominance inside because we are
bigger and more physical,” he said.
OPENER from page 12
* denotes OVC team
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A weak team, 
a bad loss, 
and strippers
For those out there that didn’t
think men’s basketball coach
Rick Samuels had it in him, he
has apparently been struck
with a good idea.
The Panthers open the sea-
son tonight against Viterbo
College,  an NAIA II  team.
Nothing like scheduling some-
body you can walk all over and
start out the season with an
easy win. At least when the
football team wants to beat the
snot out of somebody they only
stoop as low as bringing in a
Division II team (St. Josephs),
not an NAIA team.
Rumor has it that Samuels
even tr ied to schedule the
home opener against  the
Charleston High School junior
varsity team but NCAA rules
wouldn’t allow it.
Rah Rah:
Lady Panther head basket-
ball  coach John Klein said
while the team did not perform
well in the 58-44 loss against
Evansville on Saturday night,
they did show a lot of heart
and determination. But, he was
quick to point out that “the rah
rah stuff” can only take you so
far. Imagine where they’d be
without all the “rah rah.”
Certainly worse than the 45-
64 record Eastern has in
Klein’s four years at the helm.
An early Thanksgiving:
While the men’s soccer team
(4-15) did manage to make the
Missouri Valley Conference
playoffs, they lost in the first
round to Vanderbilt, 2-0. At
least now they have something
to give thanks for  next
Thursday. 
After all, McClements and
his boys really didn’t deserve
to suffer any longer than they
already had.
Surprisingly enough:
Over the weekend a winless
Tennessee-Martin squad came
up with a 36-26 win over
Austin Peay to break a 13-
game losing streak and finish
out the season 1-10. Another
winless team, the Indianapolis
Colts came up with a shocking
41-38 win over Green Bay,
which also was the Colts’ (1-
10) first  win of the season.
Apparently it was the weekend
of the winless teams. 
Well, unless you’re Illinois.
Turner speaks:
Illini head football coach
Ron Turner has said that this
weekend against  Michigan
State, he will not be concerned
with playing the seniors in
their last game. Instead, he will
put in the people that will give
See MERDA page 9
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
After  defeat ing the NBC
Thunder and Club Neptunas of
Lithuania in two exhibit ion
games, the Panther men’s bas-
ketball team opens up its regular
season at 7 p.m. against NAIA
Division II Viterbo College.
“I hope to get off to a good
start,” Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said. “I hope to set the
tempo for the remainder of the
season and I expect our team
will have great enthusiasm. I
expect they will have a great
hunger to play.”
The V-Hawks are returning
three starters from last year’s
team which made i t  to the
Midwest Classic Conference
Tournament Championship.
Viterbo was defeated in the
championship game by St .
Ambrose University 77-60 and
finished off the year with a 17-
17 overall record.
“We are looking at this game
as an opportunity for a small
college basketball team to face a
Division I program,” Viterbo
College head coach Todd Eisner
said. “What we try to do in a
game like this is execute and
not get caught up in what the
score is. If Eastern plays well
and hard, it will be difficult for
us to be successful.”
Viterbo did show some life at
the end of the season last year,
as i t  won nine of i ts  last  15
games.  Just because Eastern is
playing against  an NAIA
school, Samuels does not expect
a let down.
“This is the opening game of
the year so our energy level
should be very high,” he said. 
The V-Hawks leading scorer
last  year,  junior guard Luke
Maher,  wil l  miss the game
because of an injury. In 1996,
he was the team’s leading scorer
and was third on the team in
rebounding. He averaged 13.1
points  per  game and 5.6
rebounds per game.  Maher led
the V-Hawks in assists, with
110, and steals, with 41, last
year.
Eisner said the loss of Maher
will have a great impact on the
game.
“It  wil l  affect  the team
throughout the year,” he said.
“Luke is a great motivator and
he was our leading scorer. Also
if you have a guy like Luke on
the court, you have someone in
the game who plays without
fear,  because we have some
youth and with their inexperi-
Panther hoopsters host Viterbo
JOHN BATES/Staff photographer
Panther junior guard Jack Owens goes up for two in the victory over
Club Neptunas of Lithuania on Nov.11.
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
It has been 20 years since an Eastern run-
ner has competed in the NCAA Division I
National Cross Country Championship, but
senior Panther runner Todd Moroney is
changing that.
Moroney received an at-large spot for the
championship after he took 13th in the
NCAA Midwest Regional over the week-
end. The national championship meet will
take place next  Monday at  Furman
University in Greenville, S.C.
When head coach John McInerney told
Moroney Monday afternoon, Moroney
thought he was the butt of a very cruel joke.
“I was kind of shocked and I didn’t know
if he was lying,” Moro-
ney said.
Moroney is the first
Panther to make his way
to the nat ional  scene
since Joe Sheeran earned
All-American honors
with an 18th place finish
at the national meet in
1977.
“I’m real ly just  f labbergasted,”
McInerney said. “I thought if he qualified
or not, he just ran a great race. He was
within 20 seconds of the top five. 
“It’s great for our program to get in at the
national level.”
A total of four teams from Eastern’s
regional made the national tournament:
Oklahoma State and Minnesota received
automatic bids while Nebraska and Iowa
State made it with at-large bids. 
Then, the top three finishers not on those
four teams would also get to go to the
national meet. 
Freshman Kansas runner Ricardo
Amezcua and Missouri senior Ray Hughes
received the other at-large bids.
At the regional on Saturday, Moroney
beat out sophomore Illini runner Scott
McClennan by one second. 
In other words, every second really does
count.
“I thought it was an outside possibility
(he would make nationals),” McInerney
said.
Moroney headed to championships  
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
In a season riddled with
injuries, the Eastern women’s
soccer team nearly found them-
selves in the NCAA tournament.
The team was just a penalty
kick away, as they were defeated
by Evansville in an overtime
shootout  5-4 in the Missouri
Valley Conference
Championship.
Even with the loss, the Lady
Panthers were able to fight
through five injuries and end up
with a respectable 14-6-1 overall
record and a 4-1 record in the
MVC.
The season did not start off on
a good note, as Eastern began 0-3
and was held scoreless. Eastern
lost its opener to Kansas 1-0 in
overtime and then traveled to
Wisconsin for a tournament,
where they were defeated by
Marquette 1-0 and nationally
ranked Wisconsin 3-0.
“The season started off kind of
slow, but as it went on we began
to improve,” Lady Panther head
coach Steve Ballard said. “It was
a good season for these seniors
and through their leadership I
hope to get through the 1998 sea-
son with a conference title and a
bid to the NCAA’s.”
Eastern rebounded from the
slow start, winning five of its next
six games. The first win of the
Women booters overcome injury-riddled season
IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Junior forward Tracie Stother drives toward the net in the 5-1 victory
over Creigton on Oct. 24. Strother was third on  the team with 24.
Eastern to host
NAIA II Viterbo
in season opener
See OPENER page 11
Eight booters
achieve awards
for academics
See SEASON page 9
CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
Todd Moroney
See MORONEY page 11
